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Slow and steady wins the race, 
but a bird in the hand is worth two in 

the bush. Those dueling proverbs sum up 
the investing mind. When you imagine 
choosing between making a quick buck 
or growing rich later, you know the right 
answer: Be patient and hold out for the 
bigger gain. But as soon as you face a real 
rather than an imaginary choice, the fast 
money seems irresistible. 

New discoveries in neuroscience labs 
are helping to explain why it’s so hard to 
resist the allure of instant gratification. It 
turns out that your brain is much more 
aroused by $1 today than by $1 tomor-
row. And $1 six months from now barely 
registers. Only the promise of a much 
bigger reward later can fire up your brain 
the way an immediate score does. No 
wonder it’s hard to save instead of spend 
and, when you do save, to think long term; 
the average holding period for a stock, 
among individual and professional inves-
tors alike, is just over 11 months. And the 
temptation to buy dotcom stocks in 1999, 
energy stocks in 2005, real estate in 2006, 
emerging markets in 2007 or gold right 
now—what’s hot when it’s hot—is over-
powering for many people, no matter how 
often they’ve been burned before.

a sip now or a slurp later?
Recent experiments conducted indepen-
dently by three teams of researchers at 
leading universities have focused on the 
battle in the brain between now and later. 
Tracking people’s choices and their brain 
activity, one group tested whether college 
kids would rather have a sip of fruit juice 
soon or a slurp later. They also tracked 
how folks decided between Amazon.com 
gift certificates redeemable the same day 
for a small amount and those redeemable 
up to four weeks later for a larger amount. 

A second team offered people the choice 
between $20 immediately and an array 
of alternatives ranging from $20.25 six 
hours later to $110 six months later. And 
a third group measured how individuals 
responded to the choice between various 
dollar amounts today and an extra 5% to 
30% up to six months later. 

“When our emotions are charged, we 
have a hard time waiting for a reward,” 
says Carnegie Mellon University’s George 
Loewenstein, one of the first study’s 
authors. Even the chance of gettng a 
slightly bigger reward tomorrow doesn’t 
have the same stimulating effect on your 
brain as a gain today does.

It’s all downhill from there. A gain the 

day after tomorrow carries even less of an 
emotional kick, and so on. In fact, to the 
typical person, $20 now is better than $23 
three weeks from now, $40 three months 
from now or $47 six months from now, 
according to the second study, led by a 
pair of New York University researchers 
(see the chart below). In short, for your 
brain to be willing to wait a mere three 
weeks for a higher payout, that $20 would 
have to grow at an annualized rate of 
roughly 4,800%. 

Rational? Hardly. But evolutionwise, 
the response makes sense. In our hunter-
gatherer days we often faced scarcity. And 
when we’re really hungry, a future feast 
has to be huge to justify choosing it over 
eating now. 

So are we moderns doomed to save 
and invest like cavemen? Not necessarily. 
Knowing that you operate in what NYU’s 
Paul Glimcher calls “as soon as possible” 
mode is the first step to making better 
financial decisions. Willpower and good 
intentions, though, aren’t enough. You 
need help. Here’s what to do:
® Lock in for later. Saving now is harder 
than planning to save later. So commit 
yourself to doing the right thing a year 
from today. Want to raise your 401(k) con-
tribution? Use calendar software to mark 
the distant date when you’ll take action—
and send an e-mail to a small group of 
friends now and on that day reminding 
them that you have committed. 
® Don’t take your lumps. When you 
change jobs, it’s tempting to take the 
money in your old 401(k) as a lump sum 
instead of rolling it into a new plan or  
an IRA, especially if you’re decades from 

toDay $20 is exciting. 
tomorrow? yawn. 

Given a choice between $20 today and a 
larger sum later, research subjects take  
the money now unless the future rewards 
get absurdly large.

source: Paul Glimcher and Joseph Kable, New York University.

why is it so Hard to 
save? Blame the Brain
to invest as you should, you need to get past your 
gray matter’s spendthrift ways
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retirement. So whenever you’re starting a 
job hunt, pledge in writing to a friend that 
you will roll over the retirement account. 
Likewise, if you are older and are fortu-
nate enough to have built up a sizable 
pension benefit, pledge that instead of 
taking a lump sum when you’re eligible, 
you will string your pension out over 
many years as an annuity. Have that com-
mitment witnessed by friends or family 
members younger than you so they will 

likely be around when you put away the 
work shoes.

Similarly, when you’re investing your 
savings, you need to resist the temptation 
to simply go for whatever looks as if it will 
provide a quick return. Take these steps:
® answer two big questions. Why—other 
than a rising stock price—should I invest 
in this business? Do I have any reason to 
think that I know more about this com-
pany than whoever sells me the stock?

® sleep on it. If putting money into a hot 
mutual fund is really a good idea, it’ll still 
be one tomorrow. Waiting until the next 
morning won’t cost you much profit, but 
letting your brain’s anticipation circuitry 
cool down overnight could save you from 
an ill-timed bet. And you’ll be richer for 
your patience. $ 
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notes: As of Jan 10. N.A.: Not available. Load funds are included for those who prefer to use a broker. 1Annualized. 2Audited and annualized figures except on Fidelity. 35.75% sales load. 4Area code is 866. 55.25% sales load. 
6Includes a waiver. 73.75% sales load. 83.50% sales load. sources: Lipper, New York, 877-955-4773; the fund companies.
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The stock market had a tough run in the month ended Jan. 10, and so did most MONEY 70 stock funds. Worst for the period was cohen & steers realty, 
which declined 10.7% as commercial real estate got battered. Vanguard reit index, another real estate fund, took a 9.8% hit. Among stock funds, 
emerging markets held up best. t. rowe Price emerging markets eked out a 0.6% gain. Bond funds had a good month, led by Harbor Bond, up 2.6%.
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american Funds amcap (amcpx) 3 –3.9 2.2 7.3 0.64 421-0180
am. Funds am. mutual (amrmx) 3 –4.3 0.4 7.9 0.55 421-0180
Fidelity spartan 500 index (fsmkx)  –4.4 1.6 8.4 0.10 343-3548
Fidelity spartan total market (fstmx)  –4.8 1.1 9.0 0.10 343-3548
Fmi Large cap (fmihx)  –4.3 0.4 9.9 1.00 811-5311
ishares s&P 500 index (ivv)  –4.4 1.6 8.4 0.09 474-2737
Jensen (jensx)  –4.6 2.4 6.1 0.85 992-4144
matrix advisors Value (mavfx)  –5.2 –4.6 5.7 0.99 366-6223
selected american (slasx)  –4.2 1.1 9.3 0.90 243-1575
sound shore (sshfx)  –2.8 0.4 8.8 0.92 551-1980
t. rowe Price B/c growth (trbcx)  –4.2 6.8 9.4 0.82 638-5660
t. rowe Price equity income (prfdx)  –4.1 0.3 8.6 0.69 638-5660
Vanguard 500 index (vfinx)  –4.5 1.5 8.4 0.18 851-4999
Vanguard total stock market (vtsmx)  –4.9 1.0 8.8 0.18 851-4999
Vanguard total stock market etF (vti)  –4.8 1.0 8.9 0.07 851-4999
Vanguard windsor ii (vwnfx)  –4.6 0.0 8.8 0.32 851-4999

Fairholme (fairx)  –3.0 11.5 13.9 1.00 202-22634

Fam Value (famvx)  –6.3 –6.5 3.8 1.18 932-3271
Fidelity Value (fdvlx)  –7.7 –4.7 9.3 0.67 343-3548
FPa Perennial (fppfx) 5 –7.0 0.7 6.6 0.92 982-4372
Janus mid cap Value (jmcvx)  –3.8 3.5 11.2 0.93 525-3713
meridian growth (merdx)  –7.2 –2.8 6.8 0.84 446-6662
Primecap odyssey agg. gro. (poagx)  –8.4 –9.0 9.6 0.99 729-2307
Vanguard mid-cap etF (vo)  –6.5 –1.0 10.5 0.12 851-4999
Vanguard mid-cap index (vimsx)  –6.5 –1.1 10.4 0.22 851-4999

Bridgeway agg. inv. 2 (braix)  –5.9 23.5 17.3 1.21 661-3550
muhlenkamp (muhlx)  –5.7 –12.1 –0.4 1.04 860-3863
weitz Hickory (wehix)  –5.6 –19.1 1.1 1.20 304-9745

Bridgeway small cap Value (brsvx)  –6.6 –1.3 11.4 0.83 661-3550
royce Pennsylvania mutual (pennx)  –5.9 –3.1 9.3 0.87 221-4268
royce Value Plus (ryvpx)  –4.6 –2.1 11.8 1.26 221-4268
t. rowe Price new Horizons (prnhx)  –4.9 0.7 8.2 0.83 638-5660
Vanguard small-cap etF (vb)  –7.0 –5.3 7.8 0.09 851-4999
Vanguard small-cap index (naesx)  –7.0 –5.4 7.7 0.23 851-4999

cohen & steers realty (csrsx)  –10.7 –26.7 8.2 0.96 330-7348
ishares Dow Jones select Div. (dvy)  –5.8 –8.5 5.3 0.40 474-2737

ishares s&P gssi nat. res. index (ige)  0.1 41.3 28.0 0.48 474-2737
third ave. real estate Value (tarex)  –8.3 –14.4 9.2 1.11 443-1021
t. rowe Price new era (prnex)  –1.1 45.4 28.6 0.67 638-5660
Vanguard reit etF (vnq)  –9.8 –23.9 8.2 0.11 851-4999
Vanguard reit index (vgsix)  –9.8 –24.0 8.1 0.21 851-4999

am. Funds euroPacific gro. (aepgx) 3 –2.2 18.8 21.1 0.75 421-0180
american Funds new world (newfx) 3 –0.7 34.7 29.9 0.99 421-0180
artisan international (artix)  –4.0 18.3 20.3 1.20 344-1770
Dodge & cox international stock (dodfx)  –4.2 10.1 18.5 0.66 621-3979
Fidelity spartan international (fsiix)  –4.2 9.4 16.7 0.096 343-3548
oakmark international (oakix)  –6.2 –4.1 12.8 1.05 625-6275
third avenue international Value (tavix)  –2.9 2.4 12.1 1.45 443-1021
t. rowe Price emerging markets (prmsx)  0.6 47.4 38.8 1.20 638-5660
t. rowe Price intl. Discovery (pridx)  –2.8 14.3 23.2 1.21 638-5660
Vanguard emer ging markets etF (vwo)  –1.3 43.7 N.A. 0.29 851-4999
Vanguard emer. markets stock (veiex)  –1.3 43.5 34.9 0.41 851-4999
Vanguard europe Pacific (vea)  –4.2 N.A. N.A. 0.12 851-4999
 Vanguard Ftse all-world ex-U.s. (veu)  –3.3 N.A. N.A. 0.24 851-4999
Vanguard international growth (vwigx)  –3.7 14.2 18.7 0.51 851-4999
Vanguard total intl. stock (vgtsx)  –3.7 14.8 19.3 0.32 851-4999

american Funds american H/i (ahitx) 7 –1.7 –0.7 5.3 0.66 421-0180
Dodge & cox income (dodix)  0.8 4.7 4.0 0.44 621-3979
FPa new income (fpnix) 8 0.8 6.5 4.3 0.62 982-4372
Harbor Bond (habdx)  2.6 10.2 5.5 0.56 422-1050
ishares Lehman tiPs Bond (tip)  2.4 13.2 5.1 0.20 474-2737
t. rowe Price international Bond (rpibx)  2.1 14.0 3.7 0.84 638-5660
Vanguard infl.-Pro. securities (vipsx)  2.3 13.1 5.1 0.20 851-4999
Vanguard intermediate-term t/e (vwitx)  1.7 4.9 3.8 0.16 851-4999
Vanguard short-term Bond (vbisx)  1.3 7.9 4.5 0.18 851-4999
Vanguard short-term Bond etF (bsv)  1.3 N.A. N.A. 0.09 851-4999
Vanguard total Bond market (vbmfx)  1.7 7.6 4.7 0.20 851-4999
Vanguard total Bond market etF (bnd)  1.7 N.A. N.A. 0.09 851-4999

t. rowe Price retirement (stock/bond allocation)      638-5660
 2005 Fund (55%/45%) (trrfx)  –1.7 4.9 8.0 0.60 
2020 Fund (80%/20%) (trrbx)  –3.1 3.5 9.5 0.69 
Vanguard target retirement       851-4999
 2025 Fund (81%/19%) (vttvx)  –3.2 4.7 8.4 0.21 
2035 Fund (90%/10%) (vtthx)  –4.0 4.1 9.4 0.21 


